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Division 3 continues to adapt to the Covid 19 environment as the May general meeting was conducted on
Zoom, with 22 members present. Most of the attendees continue to be active with their layouts in some fashion. This meeting had no formal program, as it was a trial run for an online gathering. Almost everyone was
able to share their recent modeling efforts and future meetings will feature a more formal clinic. Thanks to
Gail and Dana for setting this up, it was very easy to access.
Gail and Dana also deserve a big shoutout for putting the Call Board out the past 2 months while J was in recovery mode. I also want to thank Tom Mroczka for his excellent service for the past 4 years as our Chief
Clerk. This was one job that both Rick Lach and I never had to worry about.
Don’t forget to check out both the Div. 3 Facebook at Home page, and the NMRA-X virtual convention page.
There is lots interesting and useful information to be found there. There continues to be a lot of cancellations
for rail activities this summer, but everything is still on track for the fall. We’ll try to keep you posted as we
hear things. At some point we will resume our regular in-person meetings with all the usual activities, we just
don’t know when. Until then, stay safe.
Mark Stiver, Supt., Div. 3, MCR, NMRA

Benefits for Div 3
We have some new benefits for Div 3 members.
 NMRA-X--for the next few months, twice a month there will be a 12 hour session of clinics & tours from
around the world. To find out what is upcoming at the end of May, check out Facebook page: NMRA-X or
check the NMRA National pages. You can view these without being a Facebook member. Don't miss this opportunity to see international layouts and interesting techniques.
 NMRA Miami Valley Division At Home. This is a Facebook page. It includes posts from members and
friends about what they are doing as they are in stay-at-home mode. You can see it outside of Facebook by
searching the name. It is a casual page meant to be fun.
NMRA Annual Dayton Train Show. Our DTS page includes cancellations as we are notified of them. The
cancellations are in order of notice and NOT of date. We update the same post repeatedly to avoid confusion.
Please note that while our phone is still open, I am extremely busy right now and cannot return calls in a
timely manner. To get a quicker response, please email at NMRA.Div.3@gmail.com.
Stay well. Stay safe. Have fun.
Gail Yarnall

Division 3 Website: www.modelraildayton.com
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Contests
Due to the inability to hold in-person meetings we are unable to hold our regular contests. The BOG is discussing several alternatives and hopes to have a solution soon. Until then we are seeking suggestions from the
membership on how you think we can do a fair and interesting contest program online.

Div 3 First Virtual Meeting a Success
Thank you to all members and friends (a total of 21) who attended the first Div 3 Virtual Meeting on
May 17. We had a few glitches, but overall it went very well. It began with the business meeting and then we
had a Show and Tell of Stay-At-Home projects followed by some discussion. It was great to see the people
who participated.
Our next meeting is June 21. It will tentatively be a Virtual Meeting. So many of our members fall
into the ‘at-risk’ category and even if restrictions are eased, it might be best to have a virtual meeting again in
June until things are safer. The BOG is taking this into consideration and will confirm the type of meeting
ahead of time. Here is a list of the upcoming meeting speakers. Thanks to Mike Mereness for his hard work
in getting us such good speakers.





June 21
July 19
August 16
September 20

Sam Swanson
Ed Swain
Rick Stern
Peter Weiglin

Color and Painting Model Railroads
Building a Lift Bridge on the Pennsylvania RR
The Railroads of India
The Diesel changeover of the Pennsylvania RR

Hope to see you at the next Div 3 meeting!
Gail Yarnall
Paper Houses—Model Railroading’s Cinderella?
Whenever I hear someone mention paper houses/buildings and
model railroading, they seem to be brushed off as not up to the
quality for a layout. However, paper modeling in general has grown
to be a very popular pastime. In the last few years, I have seen some
amazingly detailed and intricate paper models of castles, military
vehicles, airplanes and more. I encountered paper buildings a couple of years ago when we were looking for a simple craft which
would intrigue visitors at our Make-It Faire booth and would be
easy enough for them to put together, leaving with a finished building.
What’s the big deal? Paper buildings have a lot of advantages:
 Paper buildings can be crafted to the specs of a permanent building and used to hone the layout. Is there
enough clearance? Does the building fit the area designated for it? Does the building look good there? Should
it be smaller or larger? Is the style compatible with the era you are modeling?
 Use it to help you do a 3-D map of expansions or it can also be a place-holder for upcoming projects.
 Does the building belong? Does it need to be kitbashed to fit or fit in better? If so, kitbashing the
paper building gives you a plan for the real building.
 Use them to fill in a remote area which only needs a basic visual of buildings and save some
(Continued on page 3)
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money. For example, if you want 20 Company Houses in a Valley near the coal mine, 20 little paper buildings cost some time but can be weathered and made to look like shacks with significantly
less expense than scratch building with other materials or buying kits.
 Paper Buildings can help plan a new area or a new layout. Set up your benchwork and track then
add some paper buildings to see how this area will fit together. Do they all fit? Do they look good?
How will the roads fit? Laying it out ahead of time can catch flaws in the plan and can guide you in
altering it.
 Enticing visitors at an event. Simple pages of paper buildings, a few colored pencils, some glue or
tape and scissors create a great project. Visitors can have some fun decorating and building it and
they take home a completed building.
 Family projects. When we had our paper building project out, we had college students, parents, single men and women and kids building them. It was quite a draw. If everyone in the family builds a paper building, they can all contribute to your layout and be a part of it.
What do you need? We used colored pencils to
decorate for easy cleanup but paints or chalks
may be used as well. We recommend you use
100# paper for the pattern. The heavy paper
keeps its shape better and is easier to work with.
As shown, one 8 ½” by 11” sheet contains all of
our shed pieces (see pattern photo). We had double-sided tape or gluestick available for assembly and age appropriate scissors to cut it out. We
had stations set up at our project table . Tips include:
1. Decorate the house before cutting it out.
2. Add tabs to make it easier to assemble.
3. Carefully cut out the piece.
4. Begin gluing them together.

Project Table

Make an assembly board if you are using this as an event project. It
helps if the visitors can see the steps. Have some assembled paper
houses on the table so the visitors can look at them close-up .
Why add tabs? To make assembly easier, when you have a cut edge
against another edge or flat surface and are assembling them at 90 degrees, add tabs to the parts before cutting them out. It is easier to stick
them together with tabs than it is to stick an edge against an edge or
even against a flat surface.
Where to find paper house plans? There are a number of websites that
offer free paper models as downloadable files for personal use (not for
resale). A Google search for “Free Paper buildings for Model Railroad”
will return pages of sites with at least one free downloadable model
available. The sites below all have had free paper models available for
download. Please note many of the models while free for personal use,
are copyrighted by their owners. Many cannot be copied and distributed
or sold to others without the permission of the copyright owner or
(Continued on page 4)
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agreeing to the terms and conditions for use when stated. To get these links online, request them at
NMRA.Div.3@gmail.com.
http://www.thortrains.net/armymen/freecomsa.html - Several complete towns of paper models including a
western town, seaside village, Christmas village and numerous individual buildings.
https://papertoys.com/ Website full of paper models including famous buildings like the Empire State Building, Chrysler Building, White House , US Capitol, Neuschwanstein Castle and Eiffel Tower.
https://www2.illinois.gov/dnrhistoric/Preserve/Pages/construct_mainstreet.aspx This is a website from the Illinois Department of Natural resources. It has a number of downloadable buildings featuring an Illinois main
street collection and a collection of historic sites related to Abraham Lincoln and Illinois history.
http://www.wordsworthmodelrailway.co.uk/ This is a British website with a large library of downloadable
buildings in 00 scale (1:76) featuring buildings like you would see on a trip to England.
https://krafttrains.com/index.htm _ Site has collections of free downloadable buildings and shipping containers
in O, HO and N scales. They also have N scale barge and lighthouse models.
Better than a newspaper hat or paper airplane—try paper railroads!
Gail Yarnall

Division 3 Zoom Account
Div 3 has purchased a Zoom account. This is a month by month billing. Since we only have a couple of formal meetings per month, the BOG has decided to offer use of the account to our members for other groups.
Who can use it? Do you do ops with a group? You can meet and show what you are doing, discuss ideas,
make plans, etc. Want to meet with your RR friends? (If you meet for lunch it's BYOBB--Bring your own
brown bag). Need some ideas for a modeling or RR setup problem? As long as the rules are followed, you are
welcome to meet here.
What is the advantage to using this rather than making my own Zoom meeting? We have a paid account
which means you can meet for longer. The free account is limited to 40 minutes. The paid can be up to 24
hours (but won't--trust me! ).
Why are we doing this? We paid for this account. We want to get the most from it and being able to help people to meet and to see their RRing friends is a good way to increase value.
These groups should be associated with railroading. The following are rules of use:
1. An appointed Div 3 member, preferably from the BOG, serves as moderator of the meeting. This does not
mean the moderator would lead the meeting. This person sets up the meeting on Zoom and is there to be
sure rules are not broken and nothing inappropriate occurs on our account. The moderator can be visible or
can be a black square on the meeting page. Your meeting info will be kept private by the moderator.
2. Meetings will be scheduled as time/date is available
(Continued on page 5)
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3. A member of Div 3 must be part of the group (sounds repetitive but there it is).
4. No Nastiness
Everyone has his/her own opinions and ideas. You may not agree. You can suggest alternatives but you
cannot call names, criticize, bully or otherwise write/say things that put people down. In other words, be
adults.
5. No politics.
No matter what, no politics. This is not a political forum. It is a modeler's forum. Historical data as to who
did what is OK but no political commentary.
6. No Hate Speech or Bullying
Make sure everyone feels safe. Bullying of any kind isn't allowed, and degrading comments about things
like race, religion, culture, sexual orientation, gender or identity will not be tolerated.
7. No Promotions or Spam
8. The moderators' decisions are final.
You can ask questions about a decision and you can disagree privately but our decision is final. The moderator may expel a person or may close the meeting if rules are not followed, but we would rather not. We
want all to have a good time.
The rules are meant to protect everyone. We won't be dictators but we do want members and visitors to feel
safe and to have fun. If you want more information or would like to book a meeting, please contact me at
NMRA.Div.3@gmail.com.
Gail Yarnall
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370 Mapletrace Trail
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Points of Contact
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(513) 794-1188
Mmer2000@aol.com

Company Store
Paul Jenkins
(937) 829-0897
csj195810@yahoo.co
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Cincinnati Chapter
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Division Webmaster
Dana Yarnall
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modelraildayton.com.

Achievement Program
Rick Lach
caboose46@sbcglobal.n
et

Contests
Tom Sorauf
tsorauf@yahoo.com

R. D. C. of the Gr. Co.
Historical Society
Dick Strous
(937)372-5078
rstrous@AOL.com
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Bill Carey
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Dayton Railway Historical
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Bradford Ohio Railroad
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Miami Valley Garden
Railway Society
Elaine Guscal
(937) 667-5162

Crossroads Railroad Club
Dale Bartley
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Division Raffle
Phil Gliebe
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Board of Governors
The Board of Governors usually meets the first Monday of the month to conduct
the business of the Division. Meetings will be conducted online until further notice. Any member may attend and participate in the meeting. Please contact a
board member to verify date and time.
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June 2020

Next Crew Call
When:

June 21, 2pm

Where:

Check the division web site and/
or Facebook pages for more details

Program:

Color and Painting Model Railroads
By Sam Swanson

Contest:

Visitors and Guests Always Welcome

